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Abstract

Existing planning approaches for onshore wind farm siting and grid integration
often do not meet minimum cost solutions or social and environmental consider-
ations. In this paper, we develop an exact approach for the integrated layout and
cable routing problem of onshore wind farm planning using the Quota Steiner tree
problem. Applying a novel transformation on a known directed cut formulation,
reduction techniques, and heuristics, we design an exact solver that makes large
problem instances solvable and outperforms generic MIP solvers. In selected re-
gions of Germany, the trade-offs between minimizing costs and landscape impact
of onshore wind farm siting are investigated. Although our case studies show large
trade-offs between the objective criteria of cost and landscape impact, small bur-
dens on one criterion can significantly improve the other criteria. In addition, we
demonstrate that contrary to many approaches for exclusive turbine siting, grid
integration must be simultaneously optimized to avoid excessive costs or landscape
impacts in the course of a wind farm project. Our novel problem formulation and
the developed solver can assist planners in decision-making and help optimize wind
farms in large regions in the future.
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1 Introduction

The deployment of low-carbon technologies is vital in order to mitigate climate change.
As part of the transformation of the global energy system, low-cost wind energy has
become an established source of electricity (Veers et al., 2019). Between 2000 and
2019, global wind turbine capacity increased by more than 20% annually (Pryor et al.,
2020), reaching 730 GW in 2020 (Our World in Data, 2021), with a further increase of
50% anticipated by the end of 2023 (Pryor et al., 2020). Experts also predict a sharp
decline in the already low cost of wind energy by 2050 (Jansen et al., 2020; Wiser
et al., 2016; Wiser et al., 2021).

In recent years, however, the expansion of onshore wind has stalled in some coun-
tries and regions (IEA, 2021). Despite general approval, local interest groups, such as
neighboring residents or communities, increasingly oppose the construction of onshore
wind turbines (Rand & Hoen, 2017; Reusswig et al., 2016; Weinand et al., 2021), espe-
cially if they are not involved in the planning process (Boudet, 2019; Fast et al., 2016).
One of the main reasons for this opposition is the visual impact of these installations on
the landscape (Molnarova et al., 2012; Petrova, 2016; Spielhofer et al., 2021; Suškevičs
et al., 2019; Wolsink, 2018). This opposition is most pronounced against placement
of wind turbines in landscapes of high aesthetic/scenic quality, whereas wind turbines
placed in less attractive landscapes are more likely to be accepted (Molnarova et al.,
2012). The impact of resistance is particularly evident in Germany, the country with
the third-largest onshore wind capacity (Statista, 2020b) (around 58 GW in 2022
(Clean Energy Wire, 2023)) and the fourth largest share of onshore wind in electricity
generation worldwide (around 26%, (Statista, 2020a)). After record years in 2014 and
2017, with capacity additions of 4.8 GW and 5.3 GW, respectively, only 1.0 GW, 1.4
GW, 1.6 GW and 2.4 GW of new capacity was added in 2019, 2020, 2021 and 2022
(Clean Energy Wire, 2021, 2023), respectively. The rapid expansion and development
of onshore wind turbines has triggered an increase in local protest movements and
lawsuits across the country (Buck, 2019; Clean Energy Wire, 2019). Together with the
hurdles erected by legislators for new wind turbines, this raises doubts as to whether
the government’s expansion target of an additional minimum of 57 GW by 2030 is
feasible (Clean Energy Wire, 2023).

In the case of larger onshore wind farms, overhead lines are usually used for grid
connection, which has also led to social opposition due to the accompanying modifica-
tion of the landscape (Bertsch et al., 2016; Reusswig et al., 2016). Even the typically
used underground cables can have a negative impact on the landscape, e.g. via the
cutting of paths and protective strips in forests (Roth et al., 2021). Furthermore,
historical wind energy projects have made it apparent that grid operators often imple-
ment suboptimal grid connection plans. Although grid operators are obliged under the
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German Renewable Energy Sources Act to establish the most economically-favorable
connection points, this is rarely the case in reality (BWE, 2021). A planning ap-
proach for turbine location and grid connection planning that would optimally take
into account the central target criteria of cost efficiency and landscape impact could
accelerate onshore wind expansion again and so support the achievement of expansion
targets.

1.1 Literature on wind farm planning

Recent research studies have dealt with the optimal siting of onshore wind turbines us-
ing multi-criteria objectives: in Weinand, McKenna, Heinrichs, et al. (2022), Lehmann,
Reutter, et al. (2021), Tafarte and Lehmann (2023), optimal onshore wind sites were
determined for the entirety of Germany on the basis of the turbine levelized cost of
electricity in €/MWh, aestetic qualities of landscapes or disamenities for the inhab-
itants living close to them. In Weinand, Naber, et al. (2022), these analyses were
extended to turbine siting across Europe, with a simulation rather than an optimiza-
tion approach being taken due to the large number of turbines and scenarios. In these
large-scale studies, grid integration is typically neglected due to the high complexity
of the resulting combinatorial problem (Weinand, Sörensen, et al., 2022). According
to the results of the grid integration heuristic for onshore wind turbines discussed in
McKenna et al. (2021), however, the total costs are doubled on average when grid
integration is taken into account. It is therefore imperative to include grid integration.
Due to the complexity of the problem, grid connection planning is mostly formulated
as a minimum spanning tree (MST) problem (e.g. Wędzik et al. (2016)), is mostly
solved heuristically (Cazzaro & Pisinger, 2022; Cazzaro et al., 2020; Herbert-Acero
et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2020), and turbine locations are specified as fixed (e.g. Hertz
et al. (2017) and Žarković et al. (2017)).

In the design process of a wind farm the two main challenges are a) the wind
farm layout optimization (WFLO) and b) the wind farm cable routing (WFCR). The
WFLO maximizes the energy output by reducing wake effects. Each installed turbine
introduces a wake, a region of slower wind speed, resulting in lower energy yield of
turbines downwind. The WFCR minimizes the cost to connect the chosen turbines
to the power grid. Due to the complexity of both problems, they are usually solved
sequentially. However, there are some promising examples for the design and cable
routing of offshore wind farms that integrate these problems (Cazzaro et al., 2023;
Fischetti, 2021; Fischetti & Pisinger, 2018), but typically a fixed number of turbines
are determined prior to the cable routing. Some of these studies also include some
artificial (Steiner) nodes to provide for more flexibility for the routing problem. This
is sufficient for a single wind farm in an offshore environment, in which there are
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fewer obstacles than in the case of onshore wind farm planning. In Fischetti and
Fischetti (2022), an integrated layout and cable routing problem is discussed in the
context of offshore wind farms. The problem is modeled as a mixed-integer linear
program, which is then improved by using cutting techniques. Even though the model
can handle a variable set of wind turbines, it was decided to fix the number, as done
in practice of single wind farm design. All latter articles (Fischetti, 2021; Fischetti
& Pisinger, 2018; Fischetti & Fischetti, 2022) discuss the design of a single offshore
wind farm, solving a model including relevant technical details on graphs with 50 -
100 nodes. Recently, Cazzaro et al. (2023) also discuss the integrated layout and
cable optimization problem. The authors approach the problem heuristically using an
adapted Variable Neighborhood Search. Although the number of available positions is
high, the cable routing is performed on a much smaller set of fixed turbine positions.
The mentioned studies show the complexity of the WFLO, WFCR, and their integrated
variant even for a single offshore wind farm. The problem becomes even more complex
if the installation process and the maintenance of the wind farm are considered, which
are both more cost intensive than in the case of an onshore wind farm, see, e.g., Ade
Irawan et al. (2023), Amorosi et al. (2024), and Gutierrez-Alcoba et al. (2019). Due
to different terrain characteristics, varying wind profiles over large distances, and legal
regulations positioning of onshore wind turbines is much more involving than offshore.
The goal of this study is to provide an approach for onshore wind planning on a large-
scale. Therefore, the focus lies on the combinatorial aspect of the problem, i.e., which
turbines to choose and where to route the cables.

1.2 Literature, Algorithms and Software for Steiner Trees

An efficient way to solve the problem for larger instances is to reduce the level of
technical detail, e.g., incorporating the wake effect a priori, ignoring cable losses, or
capacity constraints on cables and substations, etc. In this study, the problem of
choosing a subset of possible wind turbines, including cable routing, is modeled as
a variant of the Steiner tree problem in graphs (STP), a generalization of the MST
problem. The STP is a classic NP-hard problem (Karp, 1972), and one of the most
studied problems in combinatorial optimization (Ljubić, 2021). Given an undirected
graph with non-negative edge costs, the STP aims to find a tree that interconnects a
given set of special points (referred to as terminals) at minimum total cost. The STP
and its variations arise in many real-world applications like network design problems
in telecommunication, electricity, or in district heating, as well as other fields such as
biology; see, e.g., Leitner et al. (2014), Bolukbasi and Kocaman (2018), Ljubić et al.
(2006), and Klimm et al. (2020), respectively. A vast amount of literature concerning
STP and related problems exists and for a comprehensive overview of the topic, the
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reader is referred to a recent survey (Ljubić, 2021). In the context of wind farm design,
the STP appears for example in the PhD thesis by Ridremont (2019), in which a robust
cable network is designed; again, the method is only applied on networks with up to
100 nodes and 300 edges.

In general, network design problems consist of two parts: first, a subset of prof-
itable customers must be selected, and second, a network must be designed to connect
all chosen customers with the least cost. The trade-off between maximizing prof-
its and minimizing costs can be modeled as a generalized version of the STP: the
Prize-Collecting Steiner Tree Problem in graphs (PCSTP). However, in the transition
towards a carbon-neutral energy system only focusing on this trade-off is insufficient.
For example, network operators must assure security of demand, there are expansion
targets to be met, or a region strives to cover its demand by locally operated renewable
energy sources. These additional constraints can be modeled in a generalized version
of the PCSTP, namely the quota PCSTP (QSTP), with the objective of minimizing
costs while a minimum amount of "profits" is collected.

Although a wide range of literature discusses the PCSTP from both the theoretical
as well as the practical point of view (see the surveys in Costa et al. (2006) and Ljubić
(2021)), few studies have addressed the QSTP. The QSTP was initially formulated by
Johnson et al. (2000), who observed that it is a generalized version of the k minimum
spanning tree (k-MST) problem, in which, given an edge-weighted graph G, a minimum
costs subtree of G containing at least k vertices is constructed. The authors also
propose a heuristical approach to solve the QSTP by introducing an increasing profit-
multiplier α, and solving a series of PCSTP instances. In each iteration, a new instance
is constructed by multiplying the original profits by the increased α until the quota
is fulfilled. This approach results in a trade-off curve that shows which quota can be
collected at which prize. Drawbacks of this approach include the fact that multiple
problems must be solved and it might not be clear how to choose α, especially if costs
and profits are not comparable, e.g., costs vs. energy potential; finally, the desired
quota might not be captured in the trade-off curve. Haouari and Chaouachi Siala
(2006) propose a hybrid Lagrangian genetic algorithm to compute the lower and upper
bounds for QSTP instances with up to 5000 edges. A robust version of the QSTP was
introduced in Álvarez-Miranda et al. (2013). However, the authors only discuss a
branch-and-cut approach for the robust PCSTP and its budget-constrained variant
and not for the QSTP. Although a number of studies on exact solution approaches for
the PCSTP have been conducted so far (e.g., Leitner et al., 2018; Ljubić et al., 2006;
Rehfeldt and Koch, 2022), to the best of our knowledge no exact solution approach for
the QSTP has been suggested in the literature.

As mentioned above, we want to solve the integrated layout and cable routing
problem on a large scale involving a high number of nodes, i.e., potential wind turbine
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positions and possibly Steiner nodes. The specialized Steiner tree solver scip-Jack
has proven that it can efficiently solve STP-related problems of magnitudes larger
than what general out-of-the-box MIP solvers can even load into memory. scip-Jack
is backed by a number of theoretical and practical results, see, e.g., Rehfeldt and
Koch (2022, 2023) and Rehfeldt et al. (2019). scip-Jack is an extension of the non-
commercial general MIP solver SCIP (Bestuzheva et al., 2021). Alongside various
problem-specific reduction techniques and heuristics, scip-Jack uses a branch-and-
cut procedure to handle the exponential number of constraints induced by the Steiner
cut-like constraints. These constraints will be introduced in Section 2.1. For a de-
tailed description of scip-Jack’s operational principle the reader is referred to Re-
hfeldt (2021). By introducing the QSTP to scip-Jack, we aim to solve the integrated
layout and cable routing problem, although simplified, but on a much larger scale than
the studies presented in the previous section.

1.3 Contribution and structure

In this study, we develop a planning instrument based on the Steiner tree approach,
which is applicable to any region in Germany. This research is interdisciplinary and
combines mathematical, landscape planning and energy management methods. In con-
trast to studies on offshore wind farm planning (Fischetti, 2021; Fischetti & Pisinger,
2018; Fischetti & Fischetti, 2022), our approach aims to solve onshore wind turbine
placements and cable routing on a regional level, resulting in much larger instances
as a larger number of turbines are considered and more Steiner nodes are needed to
assure flexibility in the cable routing. We apply our approach for the two cases of
minimizing costs and the scenic impact of the installed turbines and cable connec-
tions. In Section 2, we first present the QSTP as a directed cut formulation. Then,
we introduce a new transformation for the problem and prove the equivalence with
the original formulation. We integrate the transformed QSTP into the exact Steiner
tree solver scip-Jack (Rehfeldt & Koch, 2023). We further implement a shortest-
path-based reduction technique and a primal heuristic for the QSTP. Subsequently,
we apply our new methodological approaches in Section 3 to demonstrate the signif-
icant performance improvements compared to standard solvers and to demonstrate
the trade-offs between cost and landscape impacts in onshore wind farm planning for
several German regions. Thereby, we highlight what previous (national) planning ap-
proaches must improve, before discussing and concluding our methods and results in
Section 4.
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2 Quota Steiner tree problem

We model the integrated wind farm layout and cable routing problem as the Quota
Steiner tree problem (QSTP). The available wind turbine positions are defined by the
discrete set Tp, which we call the set of potential terminals. Next, we call the discrete
set of the grid’s substations in the problem the set of fixed terminals Tf . There might
be additional nodes in the graph called Steiner nodes, whose only purpose is to allow
a more flexible cable routing. Finally, we have given a discrete set of edges E which
represents the set of cable connection we can choose from.

The QSTP is defined similarly to Johnson et al. (2000) with the addition of vertex
costs: let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph. It is given a set of fixed terminals Tf ⊂ V

and a set of potential terminals Tp ⊂ V with Tf ∩ Tp = ∅. A node v ∈ V \ (Tf ∪ Tp) is
called Steiner node. Each potential terminal v ∈ Tp is associated with costs w : Tp →
R>0 and quota profits q : Tp → R>0. In terms of wind farm planning, these quota
profits represent the turbine’s annual energy yield. The costs of each edge (i, j) ∈ E

is defined by c : E → R≥0. The goal is to find a tree S = (V ′, E′) ⊆ G that contains
all fixed terminals Tf such that the total cost, i.e., cable and turbine costs:

C(S) =
∑

(i,j)∈E′

cij+
∑

i∈Tp∩V ′

wi (1)

is minimized and a given quota Q ∈ R>0 is fulfilled, i.e.:

Q(S) =
∑

i∈Tp∩V ′

qi ≥ Q (2)

In this study, the focus is on wind turbine siting and cable routing on a regional
scale. Therefore, we assume that the quota represents, for example, a wind turbine
expansion target. However, by setting the quota profit qv = 1 for all v ∈ Tp and
Q = k with k ∈ Z, we can achieve that a minimum number of wind turbines have to
be installed to fulfill (2).

2.1 Directed cut formulation

The QSTP is modeled as an Steiner arborescence problem (SAP) in an integer lin-
ear program (IP). For the general SAP see e.g. Wong (1984). The original undirected
graph G is transformed into a directed graph D = (V, A) where A := {(i, j), (j, i)|∀(i, j) ∈
E}. By applying the idea of shifting the costs of a vertex v onto the costs of its incoming
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arcs1 (see Ljubić et al. (2006)), the arc costs c : A → R≥0 are defined as:

c(i, j) =

ce + wj if j ∈ Tp,

ce otherwise
∀a = (i, j) ∈ A (3)

where ce represents the cost of the corresponding edge e = (i, j) in the original undi-
rected graph G. For a subset of nodes W ⊂ V , we denote δ+(W ) = {(i, j) ∈ A : i ∈
W, j ∈ V \W} as the set of outgoing arcs and δ−(W ) = {(i, j) ∈ A : i ∈ V \W, j ∈ W}
as the set of incoming arcs. For a single vertex vi, we write δ+({vi}) = δ+(vi) and
δ−({vi}) = δ−(vi). For any set K, we define x(K) =

∑
i∈K xi.

We introduce a binary variable xij for each (i, j) ∈ A if the arc (i, j) is contained in
the Steiner tree (xij = 1) or not (xij = 0). Furthermore, let yk be a binary variable for
each k ∈ Tp indicating whether or not the potential terminal k is chosen. The rooted
directed cut integer programming formulation (IP) of the QSTP with an arbitrary root
r ∈ Tf is given as follows:

min cT x (4)

s.t.

x(δ−(W )) ≥ 1 ∀W ⊂ V, r /∈ W, |W ∩ Tf | ≥ 1 (5)

x(δ−(W )) ≥ yi ∀W ⊂ V, r /∈ W, |W ∩ Tp| ≥ 1, vi ∈ Tp (6)∑
vi∈Tp

qiyi ≥ Q (7)

xij , yk ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ A, ∀vk ∈ Tp (8)

The Steiner cut constraint (5) requires that any subset of nodes of the graph W ⊂ V

that does not contain the root (r /∈ W ), but at least one fixed terminal, i.e., |W ∩Tp| ≥
1, has at least one incoming arc. This guarantees that there exists a path from the
root r to each t ∈ Tf . The same goes for (6), i.e., a path exists from r to the potential
terminal i ∈ Tp if it is chosen to contribute to the quota constraint (7) (yi = 1). Let
IQ = (V, A, Tf , Tp, c, q, Q) denote an instance of the QSTP. Note a simple observation
for the QSTP:

Observation 2.1. Considering an instance IQ = (V, A, Tf , Tp, c, q, Q) of the QSTP,
if

Q >
∑

vi∈Tp

qi − min
vi∈Tp

qi (9)

then the QSTP reduces to the STP by defining the set of terminals T = Tf ∪ Tp.
1Since the optimal solution is an arborescence, each vertex has only one incoming arc, so the vertex’

costs are account for exactly ones if the vertex is included.
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In the case of (9), one would need to choose all potential terminals, i.e., yi = 1
for all vi ∈ Tp, to fulfill the quota constraint (7). However, by defining the set of
fixed terminals by Tf = Tf ∪ Tp and Tp = ∅, as all potential terminal have to be
chosen anyway, constraints (6) and (7) become obsolete. Thus, only (5) remain and
the problem is reduced to the original directed cut formulation for the STP which can
be solved efficiently by specialized solvers like scip-Jack. So, the QSTP generalizes
the STP and, thus, the QSTP is also NP-hard.

2.1.1 Transformation

One of the essential features of the existing, state-of-the-art scip-Jack framework is
the cut separation algorithm for the SAP. This algorithm makes it possible to solve
LPs including the, exponentially many, constraints (5) in polynomial time. Initially,
one starts with only a small subset of these constraints, and solves the LP(-relaxation).
Next, the separation algorithm of scip-Jack can be used to either find violated con-
straints (5) and add them to the LP, or to verify that all constraints are satisfied. If
violated constraints have been added, the procedure is repeated. Otherwise, an op-
timal LP solution has been found. By the famous equivalence of optimization and
separation, see Grötschel et al., 1981, this procedure is guaranteed to solve the LP in
polynomial time (since violated constraints can be found in polynomial time). Because
of the sophisticated separation algorithm of scip-Jack, this procedure works very well
in practice. However, the, exponentially many, constraints (6) cannot be separated by
this algorithm; at least not without modifications. Therefore, we present a transforma-
tion of the problem formulation in the following that gets rid of the constraints (6) and
therefore allows us to directly apply the efficient separation algorithm of scip-Jack.

For each potential terminal ti ∈ Tp, a new fixed terminal ti′ with a profit of qti′ = qti

is added. Furthermore, for each newly-added terminal ti′ , an arc (r, ti′) with costs
c(r, ti′) = 0 and an arc (ti, ti′) with costs c(ti, ti′) = 0 are added. Finally, each original
potential terminal ti ∈ Tp now becomes a Steiner node i in the transformed graph. Let
T ′

f be the set of the newly-added terminals and T ′ = Tf ∪ T ′
f the set of all terminals

in the transformed graph.
Now, if we tried to keep the structure of the quota constraint (7), the quota profit

qti′ would be collected if the newly-added fixed terminal ti′ is reached by the arc (ti, ti′).
However, by adding a constraint of form bT x ≥ d with b ∈ RA

≥0 and b ̸= 0 and d ∈ R
to the general SAP formulation, we can no longer guarantee the connectivity of the
solution, which will be explained in the following. Let us consider only the Steiner
cut constraints (5). As Goemans and Myung (1993) point out, the convex hull of
all x ∈ ZA

≥0 satisfying these constraints is of blocking type, i.e., its recession cone
consists of all non-negative vectors. This means any solution feasible for (5) can be
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extended by increasing xa for any a ∈ A and still be feasible. Only if we minimize
over non-negative arc costs, an optimal solution yields a Steiner tree. However, by
introducing bT x ≥ d , one can add arcs (increasing the values of x) to the solution
until the “≥” condition holds without violating the Steiner cut constraint (5). These
arcs, however, do not necessarily have to be connected to the root component. To avoid
this problem, instead of considering which potential terminals are taken into account,
we are interested in which potential terminals are not considered, i.e., which newly-
added terminal is directly connected to the root r by the newly-added arc (r, ti′) and
not via the original potential terminal. Thus, to fulfill the quota, there is an upper
limit on how many newly-added terminals are connected directly to the root r; see
(12).

Now, let Ar denote the set of arcs from the root node r to the newly-added fixed
terminals T ′

f and At the set of arcs from the original potential terminals Tp to the
newly-added fixed terminals T ′

f . Let A′ = A ∪ Ar ∪ At. Formulated as an IP, the
problem reads as follows:

min cT x (10)

s.t.

x(δ−(W )) ≥ 1 ∀W ⊂ V ′, r /∈ W, |W ∩ T ′| ≥ 1 (11)∑
vi′ ∈T ′

f

qi′xr,i′ ≤
∑

vi′ ∈T ′
f

qi′ − Q (12)

xij ∈ {0, 1} ∀(i, j) ∈ A′ (13)

Let IQT = (V ′, A′, T ′, c′, q′, Q) denote an instance of the transformed QSTP. Figure 1
shows the original graph and its transformation.

2.1.2 Equivalence of the LP-relaxations

We show the equivalence of the LP-relaxations of the IQ and the IQT, which are
denoted by LPIQ and LPIQT , respectively. Let v(P ) denote the value of the optimal
solution of a mathematical programming formulation P and let PLP(P ) denote the
optimal solution of its LP relaxation. Before we compare the two LP-relaxations, let
us introduce an additional set of variables in the transformed instance. For each vertex
vi from the original set of potential terminals Tp, let y′

i be defined as:

y′
i := x(δ−(vi)). (14)

Let this extended formulation be denoted as IQT = (V ′, A′, T ′, c′, q′, Q). By construc-
tion this new variable does not change the solution of the transformed instance IQT.
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(a) Original instance.

r
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q′ = 40

q′ = 20

0

0

0

0
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0

(b) Transformed instance.

Figure 1: Transformation of QSTP. For each potential terminal vi ∈ Tp (blue squares) a fixed
terminal (red square) vi′ is added with profit qi′ = qi, which is connected to the root node
r and the original vertex by an arc of zero costs. The original potential terminal vi ∈ Tp is
removed from the set of potential terminals and considered a Steiner node (black circle) from
here on. The original arc costs are omitted.

However, we can now formulate the result of this section:

Proposition 2.2. Let IQ be an instance of the QSTP and IQT its transformed problem
with the additional set of variables. It holds that:

projxy(PLP(IQT)) = PLP(IQ). (15)

Proof. 1) projxy(PLP(IQT)) ⊆ PLP(IQ): let (x, xt, xr, y′) ∈ PLP(IQT), where x,
xt, and xr represent the variables for the arcs in A, At, and Ar, respectively. For
readability, we drop the superscripts t and r when referring to a single variable xii′ of
the arc (i, i′) ∈ At and xri′ of an arc (r, i′) ∈ Ar, respectively. It is easy to see that x

satisfies constraint (5) as this must hold for every original terminal t ∈ Tf in LPIQT ,
too. Now we show that y′ satisfies constraints (6) and (7).

(I) y′ satisfies (6): For each vi′ ∈ T ′
f consider the set W ′ ⊂ V ′ with r /∈ W ′ and

{vi, vi′} ⊆ W ′. We have

x(δ−(W ′)) = xri′ + x(δ−(W ′\vi′)) ≥ x(δ−(W ′\vi′)). (16)

Goemans and Myung (1993) showed that x(δ−(W ′\vi′)) ≥ x(δ−(w)) for any
vertex w ∈ W ′, which is not a terminal, i.e., w /∈ Tf . Thus, 16 gives

x(δ−(W ′\vi′)) ≥ x(δ−(vi))
(14)= y′

i (17)

As by construction there solely exists an arc (i, i′) and no arc (i′, i) and (17) holds
for every W ′\vi′ , it also holds for the set W in the original graph with W ⊂ V ,
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r /∈ W , and vi ∈ W . Thus, we have

x(δ−(W )) ≥ y′
i ∀W ⊂ V, r /∈ W, |W ∩ Tp| ≥ 1, vi ∈ Tp, (18)

which equals (6).

(II) y′ satisfies (7): Consider the set W ′ = {vi, vi′} for each vi′ ∈ T ′
f . As W ′ contains

a fixed terminal and does not contain the root, the set has to have at least one
incoming arc and (11) applies:

x(δ−(W ′) = xri′ + x(δ−(vi)) ≥ 1 ⇔ xri′ ≥ 1 − x(δ−(vi)). (19)

Given the quota constraint (12) of the transformed QSTP:

∑
vi′ ∈T ′

f

qi′ − Q ≥
∑

vi′ ∈T ′
f

qi′xri′
(19)
≥

∑
vi′ ∈T ′

f

qi′(1 − x(δ−(vi)))

⇔ −Q ≥ −
∑

vi′ ∈T ′
f

qi′x(δ−(vi))

⇔ Q ≤
∑

vi′ ∈T ′
f

qi′x(δ−(vi))
(14)=

∑
vi∈Tp

qiy
′
i.

Hence, y′ satisfy (7).

Finally, by ignoring xr and xt, we have projxy(PLP(IQT)) ⊆ PLP(IQ). This concludes
the first part of the proof.

2) projxy(PLP(IQT)) ⊇ PLP(IQ): Given a feasible solution (x̂, ŷ) ∈ PLP(IQ),
we construct (x, xt, xr, y′) ∈ PLP(IQT). For all (i, j) ∈ A, set xij = x̂ij . For all vi ∈ Tp,
set xii′ = y′

i = ŷi for all (i, i′) ∈ At and xri′ = 1− ŷi for all (r, i′) ∈ Ar. In the following
we show that (x, xt, xr) satisfy the Steiner cut constraint (11) and the quota constraint
(12) of the transformed instance:

(I) For any original fixed terminal x satisfies (11). For any newly-added fixed Ter-
minal vi′ ∈ T ′

f , consider the Steiner cut constraint (11) of the set W ′ = {vi′}:

x(δ−(vi′)) = xri′ + xii′ = 1 − ŷi + ŷi = 1 ≥ 1

Now, for every W ′ ⊂ V with r /∈ W ′, {vi, vi′} ∈ W ′ and W = W ′\vi′ , the
constraint (11) yields:

x(δ−(W ′)) = xri′ + x(δ−(W ′ \ vi′)) = 1 − ŷi + x(δ−(W ))
(6)
≥ 1 − ŷi + ŷi ≥ 1

So, (x, xt, xr) satisfy (11).
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(II) As (x̂, ŷ) ∈ PLP(IQ), the quota constraint (7) is satisfied:

Q ≤
∑

vi∈Tp

qiŷi =
∑

vi′ ∈T ′
f

qi′(1 − xri′) =
∑

vi′ ∈T ′
f

qi′ −
∑

vi′ ∈T ′
f

qixri′

⇔
∑

vi′ ∈T ′
f

qi′xri′ ≤
∑

vi∈Tp

qi′ − Q

So, (x, xt, xr) satisfy (12).

With (I) and (II) it is shown that (x, xt, xr, y′) ∈ PLP(IQT). This concludes the second
part of the proof.

With projxy(PLP(IQT)) ⊆ PLP(IQ) and projxy(PLP(IQT)) ⊇ PLP(IQ), we have
projxy(PLP(IQT)) = PLP(IQ) which concludes the proof of Proposition 2.2

2.2 Bi-objective QSTP

As mentioned in the introduction, not only costs but also other social or environmental
impacts must be taken into account when planning new wind farms. In this study, we
focus on minimizing both costs and the impact on the landscape of network cables and
wind turbines. In addition to the real cable (edge) costs c and wind turbine costs w

introduced in Section 2, let s(e) and sv(v) denote the scenic impact of an edge e ∈ E

and of a vertex v ∈ Tp, respectively. The objective is to minimize both the costs C(S)
and the scenic impact L(S) of the Steiner tree S = (E′, V ′) ⊆ G, i.e.,

C(S) =
∑

e∈E′

c(e) +
∑

v∈Tp∩V ′

w(v) and L(S) =
∑

e∈E′

s(e) +
∑

v∈Tp∩V ′

sv(v) (20)

while fulfilling the quota Q, see (2).
We are interested in finding Pareto optimal solutions to this problem. A solution is

Pareto optimal (non-dominated), if there exists no other feasible solution with a lower
objective value for both goals (Ehrgott et al., 2016). Usually, finding all Pareto optimal
solutions is computationally hard. Multiple ways to approach such a multi-objective
optimization problem exist, each of them having its own advantages and disadvantages.
Among others, the common methods are, e.g., the weighted-sum approach and the ε-
constraint method; see (Ehrgott et al., 2016) for a general overview. In the context of
STP, Leitner et al. (2015) proposes an ε-constraint algorithm to solve a bi-objective
PCSTP. Although the ε-constraint method produces a large number of solutions, many
of them are dominated by others. There have been efforts to find representative subsets
of non-dominated solutions, see, e.g., Ceyhan et al. (2019), Doğan et al. (2022), and
Mesquita-Cunha et al. (2023). However, since the single variant of the integrated wind
layout and cable routing problem, discussed in this study, is already hard to solve, we
restrict ourselves to the weighted-sum approach. Despite only generating supported
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solutions2, its advantage is that, in contrast to other methods, such as the ε-constraint
one, we can retain the general structure of the single-objective QSTP formulation
(Ehrgott et al., 2016). In this study, we compose a new objective function C by using
a convex combination of the real costs c and w and the scenic impact s and sv as
follows:

C(S) = αC(S) + (1 − α)L(S), (21)

where α ∈ [0, 1]. Depending on the choice of α, a different solution is found, with
α = 1.0 only taking costs into account and α = 0.0 only considering the scenic impact.

2.3 Shortest path reduction and heuristic

In general, reduction techniques reduce the size of the original problem by removing
arcs and vertices without cutting the optimal solution. Reduction techniques are often
used in a preprocessing step to create "easier to solve" instances.

A common and intuitive reduction test is the shortest path reduction: If there exists
a directed path P (v, w) = {v, (v, v1), v1, (v1, v2), . . . , vn, (vn, w), w} of costs c(P (v, w))
with

c(P (v, w)) < c(v, w)

then arc (v, w) can be removed.

Proposition 2.3. Consider an instance IQT = (V ′, A′, T ′, c′, q′, Q) of the previously-
described QSTP. If there exists a directed path P (v, w) with costs c(P (v, w)) < c(v, w),
then there also exists a directed path P (w, v) with costs c(P (w, v)) < c(w, v), and both
(v, w) and (w, v) can be removed from IQT .

Proof. Given the path P (v, w) with

c(P (v, w)) < c(v, w)

each node vi ∈ {v, v1, . . . , vn, w} on the path P (v, w) is either in Tp, i.e, wvi > 0, or
not, i.e. wvi = 0. Now, subtracting the costs of node w, ww, and adding the costs of
node v, wv, yields:

c(P (v, w)) − ww + wv < c(v, w) − ww + wv

c(v, v1) + c(v1, v2) + . . . + c(vn, w) − ww + wv < c(v, w) − ww + wv (22)

The cost of an arc (i, j) is given by c(i, j) = ce + wj where ce is the costs of the
2supported solutions: points on the convex relaxation of the Pareto frontier
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undirected edge e = (i, j). With this, (22) reads as follows:

c(v,v1)︷ ︸︸ ︷
cv,v1 + wv1 +

c(v1,v2)︷ ︸︸ ︷
cv1,v2 + wv2 + . . . +

c(vn,w)︷ ︸︸ ︷
cvn,w + ww −ww + wv < cv,w + ww − ww + wv

wv + cv,v1︸ ︷︷ ︸
c(v1,v)

+ wv1 + cv1,v2︸ ︷︷ ︸
c(v2,v1)

+ . . . + wvn + cvn,w︸ ︷︷ ︸
c(w,vn)

< cv,w + wv

c(P (w, v)) < c(w, v)

Hence, there also exists a path P (w, v) with less costs as the costs of arc (w, v).

Heuristics are used to find good and feasible solutions in short time, and thus
providing upper bounds on the exact solution of a problem. In the context of STP,
one of the best-known heuristics is the shortest path heuristic, which was introduced
by Takahashi and Matsuyama (1980). For this study, we adapt the implementation
of the shortest path heuristic given by Rehfeldt (2021). Starting at the root node, we
add the closest fixed terminal or potential terminal to the root component. Then we
update the distance of all non-connected vertices to the root component. We repeat
until all fixed terminals are connected and the connected potential terminals fulfill the
desired quota.

3 Computational results

In this section, we describe the computational implementation and setup in 3.1, the
input data in 3.2, and the computational results in 3.3 to 3.5.

3.1 Implementation details

In the following, we roughly describe the functionality of the exact Steiner tree solver
scip-Jack. We present a flow-based MIP formulation which we use to benchmark our
proposed method. Subsequently, we introduce the setting used for all computations.

3.1.1 Extension of SCIP-Jack

The transformed QSTP ((10) – (13)) is integrated in the general STP solver scip-Jack.
scip-Jack uses a branch-and-cut procedure to account for the exponential number of
constraints induced by the Steiner cut-like constraints, i.e., (11). We use the native,
flow-based separation algorithm of scip-Jack for the Steiner-cut generation and add
the additional quota constraint. Most other features of scip-Jack, such as heuristics,
reduction methods, and domain propagation, do not work with the quota constraint
and must be omitted. Therefore, we implemented the shortest-path-based reduction
method, which is used in the presolving step. We implement the shortest-path heuristic
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as primal heuristic to improve the solving process. The heuristic might find an optimal
solution or gives a primal bound, with which nodes of the branch-and-bound tree can
be removed. Depending on the current LP-solution x̂, the shortest-path heuristic is
called repeatedly on a graph with modified arc costs ca = (1.0 − x̂a)ca for all a ∈ A

during the branch-and-bound procedure.

3.1.2 Flow-based MIP formulation

We verify our proposed formulation by solving the problem with the general out-of-the-
box MIP solver gurobi (Gurobi Optimization, LLC, 2022). Due to the exponential
number of constraints given by (11), which cannot be handle by general MIP solvers, we
model the problem as the following flow-based MIP formulation (FLOW). Let r ∈ Tf be
chosen as root. Note that in our case as all substations (terminals) are interconnected
by edges of zero costs, it does not matter which terminal is chosen as the root. The
flow-based MIP formulation is given by

min cT x + wT y (23)

s.t. (24)∑
v∈Tp

qvyv ≥ Q (25)

∑
a∈δ−(v)

fa −
∑

a∈δ+(v)
fa =


0 ∀v ∈ V \ (Tf ∪ Tp)

1 ∀v ∈ Tf \ r

yv ∀v ∈ Tp

(26)

xa ≤ yv ∀a ∈ δ−(v), ∀v ∈ Tp (27)

fa ≤ Mxa ∀a ∈ A (28)

yv ∈ {0, 1} ∀v ∈ Tp (29)

xa ∈ {0, 1}, fa ∈ R≥0 ∀a ∈ A (30)

where x and y denote the decision variables if an arc and a vertex is chosen,
respectively, and f describes the flow over the arcs. Constraint (25) describes the quota
constraint. Constraint (26) captures the flow balance at each vertex depending on its
type. For any fixed terminal, in our case the grid’s substations have to be connected
to the root node, so the right-hand side is equal to one, so a "flow" f of one has to
reach the terminal. Also, any chosen potential terminal (turbine), i.e., yv = 1, has to
be connected to the root node. The incoming arcs of a potential terminal can only be
active if the potential terminal is chosen, as in (27). Equation (28) ensures that a flow
over an arc is only possible if the arc is active. The big-M notation is used to limit the
flow on an active arc, i.e., the upper bound on fa. We choose M = |Tf ∪Tp| as an upper
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limit, which would allow all fixed and potential terminals to be connected via a single
string. In terms of regional wind farm planning, this limit is an overestimation, as the
potential wind turbines are usually distributed around multiple substations, which are
already connected via the existing power grid.

3.1.3 Computational setting

The flow-based formulation was implemented in python 3.8.10 using the gurobi python-
interface, and is solved with gurobi 9.5 (Gurobi Optimization, LLC, 2022). For the
QSTP and its transformation we use scip-Jack in scip 8.0.1 (Bestuzheva et al., 2023)
using cplex 12.10 (IBM ILOG, 2022) as the LP solver.

We implemented the following settings: a) the flow-based formulation (FLOW with
gurobi), b) the initial QSTP formulation QSTP, c) the transformed QSTP TransQSTP,
d) the transformed QSTP plus a shortest-path reduction TransQSTP+, and e) the
transformed QSTP plus the shortest-path reduction and a shortest-path based heuris-
tic TransQSTP++. All computations were executed single-threaded in the case of
scip-Jack and using up to 32 threads in the case of gurobi in non-exclusive mode on
a cluster with Intel XeonGold 6342 CPUs running at 2.8 GHz, where five CPUs and
32 GB of RAM is reserved for each run. We set a time limit of six hours (21,600 s).

3.2 Input data and instance sets

The considered wind turbines are potential turbines with costs and designs for the year
2050 from Ryberg et al. (2019). To determine their locations, state-of-the-art methods
were applied to exclude unsuitable areas, for example due to high terrain steepness or
minimal distances to settlements or infrastructure. A total of around 160,000 turbine
sites were then selected in the remaining suitable areas in Germany, taking into account
minimum distances between turbines based on wind roses, etc. This means that the
potential turbine sites from which a certain number of turbines could be selected are
fixed in the optimization. Ryberg et al. (2019) obtained the costs for the installed
wind turbines based on future turbine designs for 2050 as well as their annual energy
yields. In calculating the energy yields, some stochastic effects that contribute to losses
such as turbine availability, electrical inefficiencies or wake effects have already been
covered by the convolution of the power curve. In a validation step with measured
data in Ryberg et al. (2019), over-prediction of power in low-generation times has
been addressed by implementing a capacity-factor-dependent correction factor. The
specific costs for cables and the grid connection of turbines are based on McKenna et al.
(2021). The data for substation locations is based on OpenStreetMap (OpenStreetMap
contributors, 2021) entries.

The scenic features of landscapes in Germany are derived from Roth (2018), who
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for the first time conducted an area-wide analysis of the aesthetic value of landscapes
across the country. Using selected landscape photographs, a survey and subsequent
regression, each 1 km2 in Germany was assigned a discrete aesthetic value from one (low
scenic quality) to nine (high scenic quality) (see Figure 4). Roth (2018) ensured the
representativeness of the landscape images for the entire federal territory by selecting
30 reference spaces with an area of 130 to 140 km2. The photographs were then tagged
with metadata such as whether they show forests, water bodies or settlements. In the
subsequent representative survey, the participants were asked to rate the scenic beauty
of landscapes in 10 randomly selected photographs from a pool of 822 images. In a final
step, the landscape values were extrapolated to the entire German territory based on
the metadata using a regression analysis with 17 significant variables and a coefficient
of determination of 0.639. For the showcase of our methodology, we assume that one
km of electricity network has the same impact on the landscape as one wind turbine.

To evaluate our proposed approach we generate two benchmark sets using the data
described above. In the first benchmark set a general choice of regions is made focusing
on the number of turbines. For the second, a particular choice of two municipalities is
made including a high number of Steiner nodes and, thus, a more flexible cable routing.
In these municipalities the trade-offs between costs and scenic impact are evaluated
in 3.4. For the first one, we evenly divide Germany into areas of 50 km x 50 km.
We define three sets of sizes based on the number of potential turbine locations, i.e.,
small 50 to 300, medium 450 to 550, large 900 to 1100 turbines. For each of the
categories, we choose the areas with minimal, median, and maximal scenic features of
landscape, see Figure 2 and 3. For each of these areas we consider two topologies: 1)
The complete graph G = (V, E), where V consists of the set of substations Tf and
the set of potential wind turbines Tp allowing the cable routing only through chosen
turbines; 2) Each turbine location is connected to an artificial Steiner node v by an edge
of zero costs. The set of edges consists of these edges and the edges of the complete
subgraph G′ = (V \ Tp, E′). Thus, each turbine position can be used for the cable
routing without choosing to build the turbine. This results in six topologies over all
sizes, three without and three with additional Steiner nodes. For each of the topologies,
we create instances with five values of quota Q, namely, 25%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 75% of
the maximal potential of the area, and using seven values for the weighting factor α,
namely 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, with α = 1.0 considering only costs and α = 0.0
considering only the scenic value, to create the edge and vertex costs as described in
Section 2.2.

For the second benchmark set, we take a more detailed look at two regions in
Germany (see Figure 4). The first of these, region A, includes the siting and grid
connection planning of potential wind turbines in the municipalities of Bad Bellingen
and Schliengen. In these two municipalities, a total of 22 potential turbines can be
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Figure 2: Chosen cells (numbered) overview; Turbines: blue; Substations: red

Cell 84: |TP| = 245 Cell 26: |TP| = 92 Cell 66: |TP| = 201

Cell 77: |TP| = 544 Cell 256: |TP| = 547 Cell 222: |TP| = 535

Cell 140: |TP| = 923 Cell 87: |TP| = 1012 Cell 203: |TP| = 989

Figure 3: Chosen cells with number of turbines |Tp|; Turbines: blue; Substations: red
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Figure 4: Substations, potential wind turbines, Steiner points, and scenic value in case studies
A and B in Germany. The map of Germany shows the locations of the two case studies as well
as the landscape’s scenic value distribution in Germany.

connected to three different substations with a total annual energy yield of 158 GWh.
For a flexible cable routing, 122 Steiner points are placed on a grid of dimension
1000 meters. A choice can be made between 10,731 possible edges. For region B,
which contains 65 possible turbines with a total energy yield of 405 GWh and eight
substations, a large instance is created by adding 1566 Steiner points on a grid with a
dimension of 500 meters. A choice can be made between around 1.34 million edges.

For each of the two case study regions, we generate a set of instances on which we
evaluate our proposed techniques. We vary both the given quota Q and weight of the
cable costs and scenic value α, resulting in different edge costs. For region A, we choose
the following quotas Q ∈ [10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120, 130, 140, 150, 158]
and for region B we choose Q ∈ [50, 100, 150, 175, 200, 250, 300, 350, 405]. For both re-
gions, we let α increase from 0.0 to 1.0 in 0.1 steps to create the edge costs using the
weighted-sum approach (Section 2.2). This results in 176 instances for region A and
99 for region B. Combining both of these benchmark sets yields 905 instances with
different number of turbines, substations and density of Steiner nodes for the cable
routing3. A summary of the testsets is given in Table 1.

3The raw input data and the resulting QSTP instance files see https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.
10600575
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Table 1: Summary of instances. The third column gives the number of turbines
(potential terminals) |Tp|, the fourth column shows the range of number of nodes |V |
consisting of turbines, substations (fixed terminals), and possible Steiner nodes, and
the fifth column shows the range of number of edges that can be chosen for the cable
routing.

Name Instances |Tp| |V | |E| Description

Small 210 92, 201, 245 117 - 515 6786 - 46056 Areas of 50 km x 50 km
chosen by number of po-
tential turbines and value
of scenicness, for each
area: 5x Q, 7x α, without
Steiner nodes and with
Steiner nodes for every
turbine

Medium 210 535, 544, 547 547 - 1114 149331 - 162709

Large 210 923, 989, 1012 944 - 2057 445096 - 546502

Region A 176 22 147 10731 Steiner nodes on a grid of
1 km, 16x Q, 11x α

Region B 99 65 1639 1342341 Steiner nodes on a grid of
0.5 km, 9x Q, 11x α

3.3 Comparison with state-of-the-art generic solvers

The summary of all computational results is presented in Table 2. Due to similar
number of nodes and edges, region A and region B are classified as small and large,
respectively. Figure 5 shows the fraction of instances that are solved to optimality over
time for each testset class, i.e., (a) small + region A, (b) medium, and (c) large +
region B.

In the case of small and region A, all 386 instances are solved to optimality by all
settings but not the QSTP, which only solves 368 instances. The naive flow formulation
solved by standard out-of-the-box MIP solver is significantly outperformed by an order
of magnitude by TransQSTP and by two orders of magnitude by TransQSTP++ and
TransQSTP+, see Figure 5(a). QSTP is also clearly dominated by its transformed version,
even without any reduction or heuristic. Additionally, TransQSTP++ and TransQSTP+

instantly solve 57% and 48% of the instances, respectively, and almost 90% in ten
seconds. Even though QSTP solves around 40% of the instances after 10s, it fails to
solve all instances. With FLOW, it takes 8000s to solve all the instances to optimality.

Considering the medium-sized instances in Figure 5(b), the advantage of the spe-
cialized QSTP approach becomes even more evident. Whereas TransQSTP++ and
TransQSTP+ show a similar performance with TransQSTP+ leaving a very small gap
(< 0.05%) on five instances, only half and a third of the instances are solved to opti-
mality by QSTP and FLOW, respectively. Again, TransQSTP++ and TransQSTP+ outper-
from FLOW by two orders of magnitude and TransQSTP by an order of magnitude. Out
of the instances that are not solved to optimality by FLOW, 53 instances are stopped
by the time limit and 83 instances due to memory limit.
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The problem-specific reduction method and the sophisticated, problem-related, cut-
seperation algorithm implemented in scip-Jack are the main reasons for the advan-
tages compared to the standard out-of-the-box solver. First, scip-Jack can often
drastically reduce the problem size by utilizing the structure of the problem graph
itself, whereas the generic presolving methods of MIP solvers are usually remarkably
unsuccesfull on Steiner tree instances. Second, scip-Jack utilizes strong, but highly
intricate, problem-specific cutting planes, whereas generic solvers are not able to pro-
duce such cutting planes, because they depend on a combinatorial knowledge of the
underlying problem. Finally, another advantage, which will be shown next, is that
scip-Jack uses problem specific primal heuristics, whereas MIP solvers often struggle
to find a primal solution of good quality.

So far TransQSTP++ has only shown a small improvement with respect to TransQSTP+.
It is common that the main improvement on solving Steiner tree related problems
comes from presolving techniques, see e.g., Rehfeldt, 2021. However, when looking
at the results of the large-sized instances in Figure 5(c), TransQSTP++ finds more
solutions and solves more of them to optimality compared to all other settings. More
accurately, TransQSTP++ solves 285 out of 309 instances to optimality within the time
limit with an average gap of 4.8% for the remaining ones while TransQSTP+ solves only
262 instances to optimality and has larger gaps on the non-optimal instances it finds
a solution for. FLOW does not find any optimal solution and only a solution on 290
instances with an average gap of 68.5% (maximum gap > 1000%). 128 instances run
into memory limit and 181 instances hit the time limit.

3.4 Trade-offs between costs and scenic value

The trade-offs between cost and scenic value depend to a large extent on the conditions
of the region as well as on the quota, i.e. how much of the maximum possible electricity
supply by wind turbines is required (see Figures 6 and 7). For low quotas, the solution
space offers little flexibility: region A has only one solution for any given α for quotas of
10 and 20 GWh (Figure 6d), and region B has only two solutions for the lowest quotas
of 50 and 100 GWh (Figure 7e). Thus, for the latter problems, no trade-off between
cost and scenic value is possible. Either the decision is made to minimize cost while
increasing scenic impact by 8% (quota of 50 GWh) or 5% (100 GWh), or the focus is
on scenic value while increasing costs by 4% (50 GWh) or 8% (100 GWh). Likewise,
the planning flexibility is low at very high quotas, as in these cases the wind turbines
are more or less fixed and the costs and landscape impacts can only be influenced by
the connection of the turbines to the substations.

In contrast to the previous insights, planning flexibility is somewhat high for
medium quotas. For example, in region A, for a quota of 40 GWh, scenic value can be
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Table 2: Summary of results. The table shows for each instance set and setting the
number of instances for which a solution was found and that were solved to optimality
in the fourth and fifth column, respectively. The last three columns show the average
gap on the instances which were not solved to optimality, the average time needed to
solve the instances to optimality, and the number on how many instances the setting
was the fastest/among the fastest (best/wins).

Testset Setting # # Sol. # Opt. ∅ Gap [%] ∅ Time [s] best/wins

small +
region A

TransQSTP++ 386 386 386 – 3.96 127/333
TransQSTP+ 386 386 386 – 4.70 53/259
TransQSTP 386 386 386 – 32.63 0/77
QSTP 386 386 368 0.46 206.83 0/30
FLOW 386 386 386 – 440.06 0/0

medium

TransQSTP++ 210 210 210 – 157.83 137/141
TransQSTP+ 210 210 205 0.05 191.92 69/73
TransQSTP 210 210 205 0.04 2043.05 0/0
QSTP 210 210 116 0.23 8959.02 0/0
FLOW 210 210 72 8.16 6966.04 0/0

large +
region B

TransQSTP++ 309 309 285 4.80 3215.89 206/208
TransQSTP+ 309 287 262 44.54 3991.13 82/84
TransQSTP 309 122 105 281.66 12013.90 0/0
QSTP 309 67 3 0.86 21432.33 0/0
FLOW 309 290 0 68.50 – 0/0
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Figure 5: Performance profiles for small + region A (Panel (a)), medium (Panel(b)), and
large + region B (Panel (c)), showing the cumulative percentage of instances solved to
optimality over time for all approaches. The Running time in (a) and (b) is shown in seconds
on a log-scale.
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Figure 6: Solution for different α values with a quota of Q = 70.0 of region A (Panels 6a-6c).
Panel 6d shows normalized scenic value versus normalized costs for each quota in region A. The
normalization was performed for each curve by dividing the values by the respective maximum
cost or scenic value value for the corresponding quota. This means that the curves for different
quotas are not comparable to each other, but for each quota the trade-offs between scenic value
and cost are shown.
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reduced by almost 20% or costs by 14% (Figure 6d). A similar trend can be observed
for a quota of 70 GWh; for this, Figure 6a-6c shows how turbine selection and power
networks would vary depending on the weighting of costs and scenic value. The Pareto
curves are particularly interesting, however, for the larger region B, such as at quotas
of 250 or 300 GWh: in these cases, costs can be reduced by about 5% with almost
unchanged landscape impact (Figure 7e).

3.5 Large-scale siting must include cable routing

Planning wind turbine expansion on a national level leads to suboptimal solutions in
terms of cost and landscape impact if cable routing is neglected. We demonstrate this
by comparing our approach with the scenarios from Weinand, McKenna, Heinrichs,
et al. (2022), who identified the optimal turbine locations at the national level for
Germany assuming a capacity of 200 GW in the year 2050 (Figure 8). In Weinand,
McKenna, Heinrichs, et al. (2022), only the costs and scenic value of the turbine sites
were taken into account, but not for the cable routing, as a simultaneous optimization
of both factors was hardly computationally practicable for such a large region. In
order to comparatively assess the turbine locations in Weinand, McKenna, Heinrichs,
et al. (2022) using our approach, we first connected the turbines, found in Weinand,
McKenna, Heinrichs, et al. (2022) for region B, to the substations while minimizing
costs or scenic value. This is consistent with the methodology developed in this study,
but with turbine sites chosen in advance. Afterwards, for both scenarios, i.e. only
costs and only scenic value, we solve the QSTP for the quota values given by Weinand,
McKenna, Heinrichs, et al. (2022) for this region, i.e., Q = 136.78 and Q = 124.08 for
only costs and only scenic value, respectively. When minimizing costs, selecting turbine
sites without simultaneously considering the cable costs can result in 21% higher total
costs, i.e., costs for turbines and cable routing, than simultaneously optimizing these
costs (Figure 8a and Figure 8b). The same is true when minimizing only the landscape
impact. The landscape impact is 38.6% lower with the simultaneous optimization of
turbines and the cable routing compared to the sequential approach (Figure 8c &
Figure 8d). Interestingly, the shorter cable routing chosen in our novel approach
would always also lead to lower values for the criterion that was not been chosen as
the objective. For example, if scenic value were to be minimized for a quota of Q =
137 GWh (as for the cost minimzations in Figure 8a & Figure 8b), the overall costs
would still be 10% lower than for the approach with fixed turbine siting and subsequent
cost-optimized cable routing.

In the future, it is vital that recent approaches in the articles by Weinand, McKenna,
Heinrichs, et al. (2022), Lehmann, Reutter, et al. (2021), Tafarte and Lehmann (2023),
and Spielhofer et al. (2023) on the optimal siting of turbines on a national level attempt
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Figure 7: Solution for a quota of Q = 100.0 with α = 1.0 (Panel 7a) and α = 0.0 (7b) and
for a quota of Q = 150.0 with α = 1.0 (7c) and α = 0.0 (7d) of region B. Panel 7e shows
normalized scenic value versus normalized costs for each quota in region B. The normalization
was performed for each curve by dividing the values by the respective maximum cost or scenic
value for the corresponding quota. This means that the curves for different quotas are not
comparable to each other, but for each quota the trade-offs between scenic value and cost are
shown. Points not on their curve are not Pareto optimal, as they are dominated by other
solutions. These unconnected points are nonoptimal solutions (optimality gap > 0%).
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Costs = 133.34; Scenic = 433.65; qi = 136.78;  = 1.0
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(a) Minimize costs: Sequential

Costs = 110.44; Scenic = 310.98; qi = 137.44;  = 1.0
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(b) Minimize costs: Combined
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(c) Minimize landscape impact: Sequential

Costs = 109.33; Scenic = 257.92; qi = 125.30;  = 0.0
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Windturbine not built
Steiner node used

(d) Minimize landscape impact: Combined

Figure 8: Solution for minimizing the costs (α = 1.0) with a quota of around Q = 137.0
in region B (a and b), and for minimizing the scenic value (α = 0.0) with a quota of around
Q = 124.0 in region B (c and d). Panels a and c show the optimal turbine locations at the
state level for Germany assuming a capacity of 200 GW in 2050 from Weinand, McKenna,
Heinrichs, et al. (2022), which did not involve simultaneous planning of the grid connection.
Based on the fixed turbine locations, we used our optimization model to connect these turbines
to substations. Panels b and d represent the optimal solutions based on our approach with
simultaneous turbine and cable routing optimization.
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to simultaneously include the cable routing. For this purpose, approaches should be
developed to make the methodology used in this study applicable to very large regions,
such as entire countries.

4 Discussion and conclusions

Current methods for planning onshore wind farms and connecting them to the power
network do not always meet minimum cost solutions or account for social and environ-
mental factors. This paper proposes a new approach for optimizing turbine locations
and cable routing using a Quota Steiner tree problem (QSTP). We present a novel
transformation of the already known directed cut formulation of the QSTP. Even
though the LP-relaxations of the transformed and original formulation are proven to
be equivalent, the transformed formulation proves to be more effective in practice.
By using shortest path reduction and the shortest path heuristic, we have advanced
the state-of-the-art STP-solver scip-Jack in the context of QSTP, which outperforms
standard MIP solvers and is capable of solving large-scale problems with up to at
least 1.3 million edges. Our case studies, conducted in selected regions of Germany,
demonstrate significant trade-offs between cost and landscape impacts when planning
onshore wind farms. However, we also show that small reductions in one objective cri-
terion can yield significant improvements in the other. Additionally, we illustrate that
simultaneously optimizing grid integration with turbine siting is essential for avoiding
excessive costs or landscape impacts in the course of wind farm projects.

In this study, our focus was on presenting the applicability and utility of the
methodology. For real case studies, further important criteria beyond costs and land-
scape impacts should be considered in the future. For example, disamenities for the
local population should be incorporated (Lehmann, Reutter, et al., 2021; Tafarte &
Lehmann, 2023; Weinand, Naber, et al., 2022), as well as the environmental impacts of
turbines, e.g., through bird strikes (McKenna, Pfenninger, et al., 2022) and land use
competition with other renewable energy sources (McKenna, Mulalic, et al., 2022).
Furthermore, we used different weightings in our multi-objective planning without
knowing the exact preferred weightings between the two objectives costs and scenic
value. In addition, equating the landscape impact of a wind turbine with that of a
1 km electricity network is a strong simplification. However, previous research has
demonstrated that finding universally valid weights between target criteria in wind
farm planning is nearly impossible, even for experts (Lehmann, Ammermann, et al.,
2021). In regional planning, such as that discussed in this paper, local stakehold-
ers could be consulted in multi-criteria decision approaches to determine appropriate
weightings in the future (McKenna et al., 2018). By applying other multi-objective
methods, such as the ε-constraint methods, one could additionally diversify the set of
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non-dominated solutions.
Furthermore, we select the Steiner points independently of the geographical condi-

tions. Our problem could be improved by using a digital elevation model to determine
true distances and by taking obstacles into account for which the cables cannot be
deployed (see also Fischetti and Pisinger (2018)). If only Euclidean distances between
potential turbines are considered, instead of defining a discrete set of Steiner points, one
could also approach the problem as an extension of the Euclidean Steiner tree problem
with obstacles; for an overview see, e.g., Brazil and Zachariasen (2015). However, since
we do not consider Euclidean distance, state-of-the-art algorithms, e.g., implemented
in the GeoSteiner software by Juhl et al. (2018), do not work in our case. In addition,
for the set of the larger regions, we were not able to find the optimal solution for all
instances. Especially when transferring our methodology to federal states or countries,
further methodological advancements will be necessary to make this computable. For
example, reduction techniques are one of the most essential and effective features in
solving STP-related problems (Ljubić, 2021) and scip-Jack provides many strong re-
duction techniques, see e.g., Rehfeldt (2021), Rehfeldt and Koch (2023), and Rehfeldt
et al. (2019). Therefore, identifying efficient reduction techniques could significantly
improve the solution process, however, these have yet to be studied in the context of
QSTPs. Additionally, we used a shortest path heuristic to find primal solutions in the
branch-and-cut algorithm. In the future, developing new primal and dual heuristics in
the context of QSTP could be a promising way to further improve our approach. For
instance, exploration of the idea of Leitner et al. (2018) who introduced a dual-ascent
algorithm in the context of PCSTPs could be worthwhile. When investigating larger
regions and wind farms, future studies should also incorporate the meshing of power
grids for increased security of supply as well as the (remaining) capacities of substa-
tions. The existing substations we have considered may not always have sufficient
remaining capacity to ensure the grid connection of further wind farms and new sub-
stations would have to be installed. Also, cables are subject to finite power capacities,
which are not included in the model, but are inevitable for the realization of particular
turbine sites, see, e.g., Fischetti and Pisinger (2018). Future studies should introduce
additional constraints representing other relevant technical details as well, such that
our approach becomes more applicable for single wind farm planning. For example,
including a minimum distance between the turbines; Or adapting the quota constraint
to model the wake effect explicitly in the optimization. Then our approach could
be combined by the cuts introduced in Fischetti and Fischetti (2022). Although our
approach is also applicable for planning other renewable energy plants like solar photo-
voltaic installations, applications of the algorithm beyond energy system analysis are
also conceivable: for example, cable routing optimization approaches for offshore wind
farms (Fischetti, 2021; Fischetti & Pisinger, 2018) were recently applied to determine
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safe distancing during the COVID-19 pandemic (Fischetti et al., 2021).
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